
DIALOGUE WRITING ABOUT TRAFFIC RULES IN KENYA

8 à¤œà¥•à¤²à¤¾à¤ˆ Sujon: Hello hasib, how are you? Why are you so late in class today? Hasib: Oh! It was a painful
experience as I got stuck in traffic jam.

B: I must admit that sometimes I do the same. When the data were reanalyzed using case-crossover analysis,
RR was calculated at a much higher 5. More interesting however is how a driver's mobile phone use while
driving can have external effects on both other drivers' safety and other drivers' economic property. The fourth
rule: If one character speaks over multiple paragraphs, only close quotation marks at the end of the final
paragraph. The number of questions asked averaged slightly higher for mobile phone conversations, although
results were not constant across road types and largely influenced by a large number of questions on the urban
roads. Text messaging had the greatest relative risk , with drivers being 23 times more likely to experience a
safety-critical event when texting. Purposeful dialogue that adds depth to characters while entertaining will
keep readers interested. New Zealand has banned hand held cellphone use since 1 November  You can show
the chinks in their armour using body language and small actions, such as fidgeting. B: Collective too. If your
characters are meeting in a restaurant, for example, use this setting to your advantage. In contrast, the
University of Illinois meta-analysis concluded that passenger conversations were just as costly to driving
performance as cell phone ones. The questionnaire asked about driving habits, risk exposure, collisions over
the past 24 months, socio-demographic information, and cell phone use. Not only does mobile phone use
while driving jeopardize safety for the driver, anyone in the car, or others on the road but it also produces
economic costs to all parties involved. In Texas , the ban only applies when passengers under age 17 are
present, and has no emergency exception. B: Yes, yes, there is no doubt. What solutions do you suggest? This
is used when a character has a long monologue, such as when retelling an event or story. You have become so
lazy. Social Economic Benefits[ edit ] While paying tickets may be an undesired cost to pay by those who are
given the ticket, ticket payments can actually have positive impacts in reducing the externality discussed
above and increasing the total welfare of society. Yet the dialogue should tap into the underlying subtext. A:
Don't we drive recklessly? Thank you very much for this knowledge and I assure you of my commitment to
help build a better environment. An illustration of this intervention can be found below Figure 2 where, in this
case, the government has the ability to fine or ticket those who use a phone while driving in order to reduce
the quantity of distracted drivers on the road. As shown, these costs are best managed with government
intervention through policy or legislation changes. Next you will have to reduce your use of air conditioning,
reduce the use of your vehicles.


